
SO I'VE BOOKED A SESSION,

NOW WHAT?

T H E  P R E P  G U I D E



TIMELINE

w e e k  b e f o r e
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hair
 
food
drink
 
body
hair
 
bag
 

Moisturize, and moisturize 
some more
 
Book/give yourself a mani pedi,
or file and clean up nails
remember, no polish is better
than chipped polish. Soft and
neutral colours work best
 
If you plan on waxing, wax 2-3
days before your shoot. Include
any hair you don't want to be
seen
 
Get some beeswax or a lip mask
on those bad boys, especially if
they're chapped
 
Hydrate! Get that water in and
your skin will thank you, Will
also help stiffness after all the
stretching you're about to do

skin
 
 
 

nails

d a y  b e f o r e
Wash + dry, light products

no flat or curling irons
 

Avoid food that make you feel
bloated + drink lots of water

 
If you plan to shave, do it the

night before or in the morning
before your session

 
No baggage limit here

overpacking is okay, 
more is better than not enough

m o r n i n g  o f  s e s s i o n
Exfoliate + cleanse skin
 
Loose fiting clothing like sweats +
hoodie
 
Preferably no bra + underwear
 
Leggings + other tight clothing
can leave marks in the skin for
hours, no hair tie on the wrist
 

face
 

wear
 
 
 

book
 
 
 
shop
 
 
thrift
 
 
 
 
 
 

w e e k s  b e f o r e
Beauty + self care

appointments
 
 

Start early to find the perfect
pieces to wear for your session
consider shipping times when

ordering online
 

Consider a little thrifting trip to
find something fun 

 
Don't overlook your closet for

gems to accent your outfits  
  

body
hair

 
lips

 
 

drink

hunt
 
 
 
 



Choosing your photographer is as
intimate as the session itself!

Something drew you in to choosing us
for your experience. It's likely you saw
something you loved + connected with!

 
Whether we're in the studio or a special
location, we strive for looks that align

with the true you, and since you're here
you likely already trust our vision 

When planning wardrobe for your session, we love colours that both
compliment you and the aesthetic of our studio. The best choices are rich deep
jewel tones, warm earthy tones, soft pastels and classic monochrome. Choosing

neons and high contrast colours are very distracting and pull the viewer's eye
away from the intended focal point. These colours can also clash with our

carefully thought-out studio design and have a messy result.

CHOOSING COLOURS
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w e a r  t h e s e a v o i d  t h e s e



b r i n g  t h e s e l e a v e  a t  h o m e

Don't get wrapped up in tagged sizes
when purchasing intimate pieces. Sizing
can vary drastically between vendors and
we humans come in all different shapes,

sizes and measurements!
 

Choose outfits that make you feel good
and fit well. When in doubt or in

between sizes always opt for a little
larger versus smaller.

Body Suits
Matching Bra & Panty Sets
Coloured Bralettes
High Waisted Bottoms or Thongs
Fishnet Stockings
Heels, the higher the better
Statment Jewellery
Felt Hats

Babydolls
Jerseys
G-Strings
Props
Dainty Small Jewelry

CHOOSING OUTFITS
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15 Outfit Ideas
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1. Boots
Boots are fun and playful, like heels but more so. They can be

elegant or stompy or somewhere in between. 



15 Outfit Ideas
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2. Wedding
Congrats on your wedding! If you're doing something like bridal
boudoir, many people think the veil has to be the focus. Not true

at all, there are so many white pieces you can wear to get the
bridal look without the cheese.



15 Outfit Ideas
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3. Button Up Shirt
A personal favorite, this has the feel of waking up late on a

Sunday and tossing on a partner's favorite shirt. Tame if fully
buttoned, spicy if you pull it open, take it off, or let it lay so it

barely covers you.



15 Outfit Ideas
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4. Cocktail Dress
This can be extra fun to start a photoshoot in because it can tell

the story of the first part of a date. When the page turns and you
are unzipping it or sliding it off, it's a beautiful suggestion of what

we can expect in the next few pages!



15 Outfit Ideas
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5. Crop Top
Lacy lingerie or casual Fridays? Why choose? Play around with

some that are loose, tight, cut out in the back, and various lengths.



15 Outfit Ideas
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6. Robes
It can be hard to style an outfit that isn't just a bra and panties.

Robes can give an idea of lounging around the house, and can be
playful to slip on or off



15 Outfit Ideas
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7. Halter Bra
These usually have a beautiful pattern all the way up the neckline,

perfect if you are looking for something more modest.



15 Outfit Ideas
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8. Heels
They're a classic for a reason, they make your legs look longer,

tone your calves, and help your posture.



15 Outfit Ideas
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9. High-Waisted
These look SO amazing in pictures. They have a way of slimming

the stomach, and the cheeky cut of the bottoms create an
amazing curve on your bum to really highlight your assets.



15 Outfit Ideas
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10. Jeans
An everyday outfit that you can make sexy and suggestive by

unzipping them in a photo, or doing a picture with just the pants.



15 Outfit Ideas
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11. Off-the-Shoulder Sweater

This is what we most commonly start off shoots with if we have
one, because it is playful, it gives your hands something to do, it is

suggestive, and there's something about pulling clothes in all
different directions that is just so sexy.



15 Outfit Ideas
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12. One Piece Teddy
Now we get to my absolute favorite type of lingerie to photograph.

Sometimes called a body suit, I think this is the most underrated
lingerie out there! It is incredibly flattering on all body types, and

there are a million different designs and types of coverage.



15 Outfit Ideas
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13. White Sheet
This is the favorite of many people because it is the ultimate
"leave a little to the imagination." You can appear completely

naked while revealing less than most pictures in typical lingerie.
The white sheet is usually the final "outfit" and it ends the album

with a bang.



15 Outfit Ideas
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14. T-Shirt
This is another casual option to start off your shoot with. There

are a million poses you can do with a t-shirt a shot of you taking it
off makes the perfect transition to show the next outfit on the

following page of your album

15. Jewelry
I believe that you are the most important thing in these pictures, and
too many accessories can be a distraction, which is why not many of

the images you see are full of jewelry. With that said, a few pieces here
and there of statement jewelry can really bring an outfit together!



Choosing Bra & Panty Sets
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Don’t be afraid to float between sizes, Memorize your Sister Size, which is an alternate band and cup
size that maintains the same cup volume

Wear a t-shirt when you’re shopping, don’t be afraid to jump around in the changing room. Often
women arrive home to realize too late that a little normal activity has them spilling out of their new
cups

Avoid the contour cup, you know the popular molded t-shirt bra style. Contrary to many mothers’
beliefs, other less supported breasts have trouble filling these pre-fitted cups.  Try an unlined lace for
something that will support and mold to you.

For smaller busts, consider brands who specialize in petite sizing

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

This is where the support comes from, should always be parallel to the floor. 
Fit should be snug but not digging into your sides & back
 
The piece that connects the two cups, anchors the bra to the body should sit flush
 
Should fit smoothly, gaps underneath or spilling out over them are equal in terms of
poor fit.
 

BAND
 

BRIDGE
 

CUPS

Support is a huge consideration for
many people, some are

comfortable au naturel, while
others seek mid or full support.

Whatever you choose, trust us to
help you embrace it!



This vs That
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Where did her body go?
That's what we think when
we see these pieces. Many

people will happily hide
beneath mounds of
material, but that is

counterproductive to our
mission here. If you're

desiring a dress look opt
for a fancy robe, or a skirt
with a lace bralette that

can be removed or pushed
aside to show off your

curves.
 

Bodysuits are incredibly
flattering on all body

types. 
 

Higher cuts will make your
legs look longer and booty

look rounder, an effect
that would be completely

lost under a babydoll.
 
 
 

They are available in a
large variety of styles with
and without sleeves, more
or less coverage, feminine

and lacy or bold and
strappy.

BABYDOLLS 
VS

BODYSUITS
 



STOCKINGS

When properly fitted, thigh highs can add an extra
flair to an already sexy outfit. Purchase them 1-2 sizes
larger than the package recommends. This will help
avoid them rolling down or squeezing the thigh too
tightly. If possible, avoid pairs with the silicone anti-
slip strip at the top, even with sizing up these iften
squeeze tightly or roll down.

Tips for Wardrobe Staples

FISHNETS
Stop whatever you're doing and put these in
your shopping cart now!
 
These babies are like putting on a super hero
cape, they give you a super boost of confidence  
and look good on any booty. They can be worn
solo, or paired with high waisted bottoms.
 

HIGH-WAISTED BLACK BOTTOMS

The staple piece your lingerie drawer has been
looking for. Flattering on every body type, can
be worn as a set or paired with a cute colour
bralette or those fishnet stockings you already
ordered.
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W
THIRDLOVE

LE FAE ROUGE

CC BOUDOIR BOUTIQUE

H E R E  T O  S H O P
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Finally, a lingerie store by plus sized women
for any size person. CC Boudoir Boutique

carries lingerie that is less expensive but still
photographs great, and is entirely focused on
lingerie that will look good in your intimate
portrait photos. You can even take a look at

my top picks, and I've arranged a special
discount for all my clients, just input
LIGHTFOX10 at checkout for 10% off

A larger company with a too-good-to-be-
true promise that they actually back up,
Thirdlove helps you find  your fit online,

offers free exchanges and returns, donates
all gently worn bras to women in need,

and have their Perfect Fit Promise. I don't
know of a single other company that

encourages you to take the tags off, wear
it, wash it, and if you don't love it return it

within 60 days.
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This designer is the gold standard in my
mind for inclusive sizing and gender

representation. Almost all of their
products are available in both Plus size

and "More Room" size (for what they call
their "Stalagmites" aka Penis Owners)

CANTIQUE LOS ANGELES

A local designer who I have worked closely
with in the past, Le Fae Rouge makes
custom and customizable lingerie for

people of all bodies and genders. Many of
their items are adjustable to fit a huge
range of sizes. Just make sure you give

them enough lead time if you need a
custom order.

OTHERS

Love, Vera is an intimates brand that celebrates
black women, black entrepreneurship, and

black cultural influence. The name stems from
the love that Vera maintains for others and its

limitless power as a problem solver,
peacemaker, and unifier.

LOVE, VERA

Shop Jenny Machete
Faszewski Studios
Nina Tesh Lingerie
Yandy
Shein

https://www.thirdlove.com/
https://www.etsy.com/shop/lefaerouge
https://ccboudoirboutique.com/Lightfox-Studios-c50802384
https://www.cantiqla.com/
https://www.lovevera.com/
http://www.shopjennymachete.com/
https://faszewskistudios.com/
https://www.etsy.com/shop/ninateshlingerie/
http://www.yandy.com/
https://us.shein.com/plussize
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Nudes
O u r  O u t f i t  o f  C h o i c e !

Fine Art Nudes
We cherish capturing the natural beauty of

women in nude portraits during their session.
Whether it's tasteful portraits with strategic

placements of limbs and shadows or implied with
the security of a sheet, rest assured we will allow

you to step outside your comfort zone without
pushing. The incredible thing about nudes is they
can powerfully display a dynamic range of mood.
Your images can portray as soft, vulnerable and
beautiful or bold and sensual, and and anything

in-between.
 

Whether or not you've decided to include nude
portraits, we are here to help guide you through

the entire experience and  make you celebrate
your body!
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Start Shopping Early
Remember the smaller local lingerie
shops too
Try everything on!
Have a matching bra & panty
Go for texture! Lace, straps and
metal hardware add a great
elements to lingerie 
Cut the tags off of everything
Stretch it out before your session
Eat breakfast
Book the whole day off
Opt for a little larger versus smaller
when sizing outfits
Share BTS and tag us on Social
Media if comfortable
Tell your friends! Referral Credits!

 

do this but don't you dare
Get wrapped up in tag sizes when
purchasing intimates. Sizing can
vary between vendors and we
humans come in all different
shapes, sizes and measurements!
Bring outfits you're not in love with
or showing wear/pilling 
Spray Tan or use Self Tanner
Plan body altering appointments
close to your session

Tattoos, Piercings, Laser
Treatments, Cupping
Temporary or Permanent. 
Consider bruising and the risks
of infection & swelling.

 
 
 



First and foremost: we have to get real about spray and self-tanners. Plain and
simple, don't do it!  It doesn't make a difference if it's a luxury provider, the

number one selling self tanning product, or your cousin Karen's natural
airbrushed organic tan. We realize this can be difficult to hear, but sometimes
the truth is hard to swallow but the last thing we want is to jeopardize your

session. We realize people often want a little extra glow for special occasions
but we promise you're going photograph beautifully without it!

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Saturated Colour:
Remember that Friends episode? The one

where Ross gets a tan? The colour in tanning
solutions appears quite saturated on camera,

This means you will be much more orange
than you see in the mirror.

 
This is  extremely difficult and costly to edit,
if not impossible, and that is why we refuse

sessions with spray tans.
 

Uneven Colour Distribution: 
Areas where there is rubbing, like your bra
band and armpits. Other areas where the
tanner concentrates such as your feet and

folds between fingers.
 

Colour Transfer:
Regardless how careful we are there is
unfortunately always colour transfer to

wardrobe or linens

Tanning FAQ

WHY WE
BOYCOTT

THE SPRAY
TAN
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https://media.giphy.com/media/T5ewlwT0N20hy/giphy.gif
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You've read our strong feelings on spray tanning but
what about natural vitamin D and tanning beds?

Tanning FAQ
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SUN BATHING + TANNING BEDS

 

If you're feeling strongly about acquiring that little extra glow or you'll be
spending time in the sun leading up to your session then we have a few
tips!
 
Tan up to a week prior to your session, and avoid tan lines!
Also avoid listening to that friend who tells you "Oh, they can just
photoshop that" Tan lines & burns fall outside of the standard retouching
included with your images!
 
Use Sunscreen! This will help you keep your skin even and protect you
from UV rays and burning.
 
If using lotion in the tanning bed take time to get even coverage and be
sure to clean your hands before climbing in. 
 
Moisturize, a lot! Cannot stress enough the importance of doubling up
your routine to compensate for the tanning.
 
Don't forget your lips, often we forget them until it's time to wear lipstick
and they're chapped and flaky. Give them a brush when cleaning your
teeth, and if you can never remember to carry lip balm check out one of
these awesome Lip Sleeping Masks. This can easily be added to bedtime
routine!

 

https://www.sephora.com/product/lip-sleeping-mask-P420652?country_switch=ca&lang=en,fr&skuId=2133510&om_mmc=ppc-GG_6471562201_81615357310_aud-845021002998:pla-418154634136_1966258_389018036388_9001346_c&gclid=Cj0KCQjwtLT1BRD9ARIsAMH3BtVpXm0r6ayEYLheuAz-KEgBSO2gyIChYafCcWe3QNLdsAkbcgnUz2oaAmVlEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds


Bathe,  Shave + Pluck if desired

2 4  H O U R  C O U N T D O W N

Checklist

Arrive with a clean, moisturized face & clean hair

Bring an outfit for returning home

Pack Bag - More options are better than not enough

Stockings, Body Jewelry & Accessories 

Water bottle & Snack

Moisturizer
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Eat Breakfast! Posing is a workout!

Comfy loose clothing for traveling to your session

Get a good night's sleep

Verify you've filled out your pre-session questionnaire
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8FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

WARDROBE
We recommend having at least
two outfits you love and feel
amazing in. Three or more is
better so that we have plenty of
options to choose from

EDITING
Your images will all be edited, and
receive a professional retouch. We
take a light hand here because we
want to make sure it still feels like
you.

HAIR & MAKEUP
Our sessions may include hair and
makeup services by one of our
professional stylists that we have
hand picked for not only their
quality skills but  their wonderful
personality too!

IMAGES AND PRIVACY
After your reveal session, you will
be given a form to tell us whether
we have permission to use your
photos in our portfolio or not. We
will never share your photos
without your express consent.

SPECIAL SESSIONS
Maybe you want to do a couple's
session, or a cosplay session, or
something in a hotel room
overlooking the lights of the city.
We love these things, just let us
know what you want!

SESSION LENGTH
The session runs for 1.5-2 hours
without hair and makeup, and hair
and makeup is an hour before the
shoot. We highly suggest blocking
off the whole day for this.

REVEALS
We do image reveals in person 1-2
weeks after the photoshoot. All
purchases must be paid in full
either before or at the image
reveal session.

BRINGING A GUEST
We do allow you to bring a friend
to the shoot, so long as they are
the kind of friend who will pump
you up and help you feel confident
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C o m p l e t e  Y o u r  

Q u e s t i o n n a i r e  H e r e !

Password: lightfox

https://lightfoxstudios.17hats.com/portal/
https://lightfoxstudios.17hats.com/portal/
https://lightfoxstudios.17hats.com/portal/


Not already a part of our VIP Group? Want to join a community of incredible
humans with open minds and common interests? 

The countdown is on and we're so excited to spoil you! You are now
equipped with all our tips and tricks to make your experience

amazing, but for now you've got work to do!

See you soon!

More Questions?

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY

jacob@lightfox.studio

http://www.instagram.com/light.fox.studios
http://www.facebook.com/light.fox.studios
https://www.facebook.com/groups/intimatebylightfoxVIP/

